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We offer automotive care products based on achievements in nanotechnology and many years’ experience. Our
environmentally friendly products make your work easier, allowing you to look after your vehicle much more efficiently

Head office

Our technology

Nanoauto in the world

All Nanoauto products are manufactured using advanced,
new-generation technology, developed by our laboratories after
many years of research. Our products introduce an entirely new
quality to the market and guarantee efficient, environmentally
friendly solutions for our customers. By processing select materials
using our own formulas and experience, we develop strong, efficient
products that are safe for users and their cars. Our products comply
with all standards and criteria and are beneficial to the environment

Nanoauto was introduced in 2005 as a brand of and consumer
automotive care products. Our broadening offer led to the brand
being introduced to the European Union market in 2008. In
the following years, we undertook activities all over the world,
expanding our distribution channels into non-EU markets.
In 2014, the brand was thoroughly modified, gaining new
clients all around the world. We are steadily and rapidly
gaining recognition among customers and distributors worldwide.

Protective coatings and product sets
The solutions used will protect your car from dirt, scratches or rust.
The products selected significantly increase road safety

Clean and care products
The core values in designing our products are efficiency and safety
for materials. Each of our products is safe for your car and fit to use
under any conditions

Workshop chemistry
Dzięki odpowiedno opracowanym produktom oraz nowoczesnej
technologi nasze produkty dedykowanę są również do pomocy przy
ciężkich pracach warsztatowych ułatwiąjąc pracę i wspomagając
proces renowacji, czyszczenia i konserwacji

More information and instructional video
Go on: www.nanoauto.ch

NANOAUTO
SHAMPOO
CAR
BODY NANOCOATING
WAX
BOX
Car body super-hydrofobic coating
Description:
Car Body Nanocoating has been designed to protect car
body paintwork and improve lustre. The product uses Nano-Technology
to insure maximum duration and effectivness once applied. The
product has no negative influence on the paintwork. Car Body
Nanocoating once applied creates a water beading ( superhydrophbic
) effect on the surface that keeps the paintwork cleaner for longer
Method of use:
Spray Nanoauro Car Bodycoating thoroughly on a clean and dry
surface. Next, with a clean and dry cloth, spread the impregnation
evenly on the surface. Check the effect after ca. 1 hour after drying
Use at the temperatures between 5 and 30°C.
The product is ready for use!

SHAMPOO WAX

Package: Products box
More information and instructional video
Go on: www.nanoauto.ch

NANOAUTO
RIMS NANOCOATING
ACTIVE FOAM
BOX
Active shield for car rims
Description:
Nano rims has been designed to protect against dirt grime oils
and break dust adhering to the rims. Using Nano technology this
product renders the surface Super hydrophobic, therefore greatly
reducing all adherence from dirt, oil, break dust, mud and more.
Method of use:
Before applying the preparation, the rims must be dry and clean.
On that surface, thoroughly spray the Nanoauto nanocoating rims
preparation. Next, rub with a dry cloth or foil glove. Full effect will
be had after 2 hours from applying the impregnation. Use at the
temperatures between 5 and 30°C.
Note! After impregnation the roof should not come into contact with
water for at least 2h
The product is ready for use!

Package: Products box

NANOAUTO
SHAMPOO WAX
NANOWIPER
Hydrofobic nanocoating for car windows - Nanowiper
Opis:
Nanowiper is a highly durable Nano-coating designed to
render glass super smooth, therefore reducing the potential of dirt,
ice & grease adhering to the windscreen. The glass is transformed
into super hydrophobic glass with excellent water repelling
properties.
Method of use:
Product for use on the outside of the windows. Before use,
wash windows thoroughly, preferably with Nanoauto Glass
Next, spray the glass with the preparation and spread on
the entire surface with a cloth, gently polishing. Use at the
temperatures between 5 and 30°C.
The product is ready for use!

SHAMPOO WAX

Package: Products box

More information and instructional video
Go on: www.nanoauto.ch

NANOAUTO
LIGHTS RENOVATOR&PROTECTOR
ACTIVE FOAM
Renovation and protect car lights
Opis:
Lights Renovator & Protector has been designed to
rejuvenate and protect your headlights from UV damage, dirt
and the adherence of grease & oil etc. Using Nano technology
this product renders the surface Super hydrophobic, therefore
greatly reducing all adherence from dirt, oil, break dust, mud and
more for as long as 1-2 years before reapplication of product
Method of use:
Renovator products use for clean your lamp. Before
applying the preparation, the lamp must be dry and clean. On that
surface, thoroughly spray the Nanoauto Renovsator&Protector
preparation. Next, rub with a dry cloth or foil glove. Full effect will
be had after 2 hours from applying the impregnation. Use at the
temperatures between 5 and 30°C
The product is ready for use!

Package: Products box

NANOAUTO
SHAMPOO WAX
Shampoo for car with wax
Description:
Professional car shampoo and wax, all in one. Designed for manual
and pressure washing. Thanks to modern detergents, the shampoo
removes any kind of dirt quickly and effectively. The carnauba wax
leaves an exceptionally durable protective layer, which safeguards
the paint against dirt. Your car will keep cleanliness and colour for a
longer time. In addition, the wax protects the washed surface against
corrosion
Method of use:
Product in the form of a concentrate, should be diluted with warm
water. Shake bottle before use. 1.Rinse car with water. Apply the
shampoo on the car body by means of a pressure washer, foamer,
or sponge. 2. Wash car with a soft sponge or brush. In the case of
heavy soiling use shampoo locally without dilution. 3. After washing,
thoroughly rinse with a large quantity of water. 4. When the paint
is dry, polish with a soft cloth. Caution: Do not use in heavy sun
Dilutions: Foamer 1: 5 - lance 1: 2 - Manual 1: 20

SHAMPOO WAX

Package: 1l - 5l

More information and instructional video
Go on: www.nanoauto.ch

NANOAUTO
ACTIVE FOAM
Active foam for car and truck
Description:
Advanced active foam for washing cars, and removing greasy
stains. Innovative components contained in the foam react with
the stains, breaking down their structure, making them easy to
remove from the cleaned surface. It produces plenty of foam, ideal for
touchless washing. It does not leave residue, even on dark car bodies,
providing perfect gloss. Contrary to most competitive products, it
contains a minimum quantity of potentially damaging components
Method of use:
Product in the form of a concentrate, dilute with water
before use. The foam is perfectly suited for foamers, lance
dispenser, and manual washing. Shake the bottle. Prepare appropriate
dilution. Rinse car with water. Apply evenly on the entire car on
moist paint, by means of a foamer, a pressure washer, or sponge.
Wait for 3 min. but do not let the applied foam dry up. Rinse with
pressurized water. If necessary, wipe the car with a sponge. In
the case of extremely heavy soiling, use dilution proportion of 1:
10. After washing, thoroughly rinse with a large quantity of water
Dilutions: Foamer 1: 10 - lance 1: 5 - Manual 1: 40

Package: 1l - 5l

NANOAUTO
NANOWAX CREME
Nanowax with carnauba creme wax
Description:
Preparation in cream form, containing a durable and
effective carnauba wax intended for maintenance and
protection of car paint. It creates a protective coating on the
car surface, protecting it against dirt, corrosion, weather and
fading. Thanks to the concentrated formula, the product is very
efficient and the form of a cream helps eliminate micro-scratches
Method of use:
Before using the preparation, thoroughly wash and dry the car,
e.g. with the Nanoauto Activefoam Next, apply a very small
amount of cream on the entire surface of the car and polish
thoroughly. Be careful not to allow the cream to dry up on the surface
The product is ready for use!

SHAMPOO WAX

Package: 500ml - 5l

More information and instructional video
Go on: www.nanoauto.ch

NANOAUTO
NANODRY
Car body dryer
Description:
Specialized preparation, dryer, to use after washing the car. It
eliminates smudges and hard water stains. Easy to apply - just spray
on the car and rinse with clean water
Method of use:
Before using the preparation, thoroughly wash the car, e.g.
with the Nanoauto Activefoam. Next, apply small amount of
the preparation, on the entire car surface and rinse with water
The product is ready for use!

Package: 1l - 5l

NANOAUTO
GLASS
Preofessional glass cleaner
Description:
A modern way for effective window washing. The product
effectively removes any kind of dirt from glass surfaces. Thanks to
nanotechnology, it is ideal for cars. Without unnecessary effort, it
removes dirt and does not leave smudges. Additionally, it
protects against subsequent soiling, and, thanks to anti-static
additives, reduces the risk of dust adhesion and other soiling
Method of use:
Apply small amount of liquid on the glass. Next, wipe dry with a cloth
or paper towel
The product is ready for use!

SHAMPOO WAX

Package: 500ml - 5l

More information and instructional video
Go on: www.nanoauto.ch

NANOAUTO
ANTIFOG
Antifog for car windows
Description:
Technologically advanced preparation based on a nano-molecule
structure, which prevents car windows from fogging up. Nanomolecules effectively block the formation of water vapour on
protected surfaces. Just place the preparation on the entire surface
and polish gently. You can forget about fogging over for three weeks!
Method of use:
Product for use on the inside of the windows. Before use, wash
windows thoroughly, preferably with Nanoauto Glass. Next, spray
the glass with the preparation and spread on the entire surface with
a cloth, gently polishing
The product is ready for use!

Package: 100ml - 250ml - 5l

NANOAUTO
PLASTIC
Plastic and bumper cleaner
Description:
Innovative water-based product for protecting, cleaning and
maintenance of plastics on the outside of a car. Product can be applied
to plastic and rubber elements e.g. mirror casings, protective caps,
fenders, seals and even tyres - it deepens the colour of the cleaned surface.
Leaves a protective layer, lengthening the period between cleanings,
and preventing dust and other dirt adhesion to the protected surface
Method of use:
Remove major stains before use. Next, apply the formula on the
plastic surfaces and wipe dry with a cloth
The product is ready for use!

SHAMPOO WAX

Package: 500ml - 5l

More information and instructional video
Go on: www.nanoauto.ch

NANOAUTO
TYRE
Tyre cleaning and polishing
Description:
Preparation for maintenance and polishing of car tyres, seals, and
other rubber elements. Easy application. Makes the tyres look like
new, enhancing the car’s looks. Leaves a protective layer, allowing
rubber elements and tyres to retain their flexibility for longer. Used
in the winter period, the preparation prevents freezing of door seals
Method of use:
Apply evenly on cleaned tyres, or other rubber elements and wipe
with a cloth
The product is ready for use!

Package 500ml - 5l

NANOAUTO
RIMS CLEANER
Rims cleaning
Description:
Very effective preparation for cleaning all kinds of
aluminium and steel rims. The product’s chemical structure
reacts with dirt, breaking down their chemical bindings. It
quickly removes persistent stains. Does not cause corrosion. Safe
for wheels and fixing screws. Preparation can be also used with
polished and chromium plated rims. Does not contain strong acids
Method of use:
First, thoroughly apply the preparation on dirty surfaces. Heavy
soiling should be sprayed more than once. Wait for 1 min. Rinse
with water. As needed, use a brush or sponge. Highly soiled areas
should be repeatedly cleaned until the desired effect is achieved
The product is ready for use!

SHAMPOO WAX

Package: 500ml - 5l

More information and instructional video
Go on: www.nanoauto.ch

NANOAUTO
CABRIO PROTECT
Cabrio roof protect
Description:
Innovative preparation using nano-molecules to protect material
roofs cabriolets. The use of nanotechnology provides protection
of each individual fibre of the protected surface, creating a strong
and durable nano-layer. The preparation causes the effect of rain
beading on the roof surface, and during travel, the water “goes off”
leaving the material dry. Impregnated cover does not change
colour, touch impression, nor the degree of breathing of the fabric.
The coating is resistant to water condensation, acid rains and salt
solutions, as well as chemical cleaning. Product based on silicates
and water. Does not contain solvents harmful to humans and is safe
for the natural environment
Method of use:
Before applying the preparation, the roof must be dry and
clean. On that surface, thoroughly spray the Nanoauto Cabrio
Protect preparation. Next, rub with a dry cloth or foil glove. Full
effect will be had after 2 hours from applying the impregnation
Use at the temperatures between 15 and 30°C.
Efficiency - 80-140ml/m2
Note! After impregnation the roof should not come into contact with
water for at least 4h

Package: 250ml - 5l

NANOAUTO
CHROME CLEANER
Chrome clements cleaning
Description:
Very effective preparation for cleaning all types of chromed elements.
The product’s chemical structure reacts with dirt, breaking down their
chemical bindings. It quickly removes persistent stains. Fully safe,
non-corrosive. Preparation can also be used on all aluminium elements
Method of use:
Apply the preparation to the element. Wait for 30 seconds, then wipe
dry with a cloth or paper towel. On heavily stained areas, repeated the
whole process until they are clean
The product is ready for use!

SHAMPOO WAX

Package: 500ml - 5l

More information and instructional video
Go on: www.nanoauto.ch

NANOAUTO
ENGINE CLEANER
Professional engine clening
Description:
Strong and safe preparation for cleaning car engines. The
used formula easily removes any kind of dirt, mud, grease,
oil even from difficult to reach areas under the hood.
Completely safe for rubber and plastic elements. Does not cause
damage to wires and installations. Just apply the preparation
on dirty surfaces, wait, and then rinse with a pressure washer
Method of use:
Thoroughly spray on the washed surface (product is safe for
plastics and rubber). Wait 1 min - the active particles will
dissolve the dirt. Rinse the cleaned surface, with a strong stream of
water from a pressure washer. If necessary, wipe dry with a cloth
The product is ready for use!

Package: 1l - 5l

NANOAUTO
BRAKE CLEANER
Brake system cleaning
Description:
Reliable preparation for cleaning brake systems and discs. Effectively
removes brake fluid, oil and lubricant stains. After cleaning, leaves a
surface degreased, which is very important, in the case of cleaning
brake discs. Nanoauto Brake Cleaner leaves the surface dry, clean
and without any residues
Method of use:
Thoroughly spray on the washed surface (product is safe for tyres)
Wait a minimum of 20 seconds - the active particles will break
the dirt. Wipe dry, with a dry cloth, or rinse with running water. If
necessary, wipe dry with a cloth
The product is ready for use!

SHAMPOO WAX

Package: 500ml - 5l

More information and instructional video
Go on: www.nanoauto.ch

NANOAUTO
ANTIRUST
Universal antirust for car
Description:
Professional preparation for rust and stain removal from various car
elements. Contains corrosion inhibitors, hindering the re-emergence
of rust. Dissolves light rust, burnt grime from brake blocks, as well as
asphalt and tar. Completely safe for paint, glass and chromium
Method of use:

Spray thoroughly on the washed surface. Wait for 1 min - the active
particles will dissolve the dirt. Rinse the cleaned surface, with a
strong stream of water from a pressure washer. If necessary, wipe dry
with a cloth
The product is ready for use!

Package: 500ml - 5l

NANOAUTO
COCKPIT MATT
Cleaning and care car cockpit
Description:
Specialist preparation for cleaning and protecting cockpits,
leaving a matte effect. Contains anti-bacterial nano-silver. Antireflective and Antistatic. Removes all kinds of dirt leaving the surface
clean and fragrant. Additionally, it protects the cockpit and plastic
elements against dirt. Does not leave smudges and stains. Nanoauto
cockpit matt leaves the interior clean for several days after use
Method of use:
Spray preparation over the cleaned cockpit surface. Wipe and polish
the surface until obtaining a matte effect
The product is ready for use!

SHAMPOO WAX

Package: 500ml - 5l

More information and instructional video
Go on: www.nanoauto.ch

NANOAUTO
COCKPIT SHINY
Cleaning and care car cockpit
Description:
Specialist, gently glossing preparation for cleaning and
protecting cockpits, plastics and rubbers. Antireflective and
Antistatic. Removes all kinds of dirt leaving the surface clean and
fragrant. Additionally, it protects the cockpit and plastic elements
against dirt. Does not leave smudges and stains. Thanks to the
nano-silver technology, it guarantees a high level of cleanliness
Method of use:
Spray preparation over the cleaned cockpit surface. Wipe and polish
the surface
The product is ready for use!

Package: 500ml - 5l

NANOAUTO
LEATHER CLEANER
Cleaning and care car leather
Description:
An excellent preparation for removal of any kind of dirt
on leather and leatherlike elements. Removes even heavy
stains, without destroying or changing the structure and
colour of the material. Does not dry the surface. Product
required before impregnating the surface with Nanoauto leather
protect
Method of use:
Spray thoroughly over the cleaned surface. Heavily stained
surfaces may be sprayed a few times. Next, dry with a
clean and soft cloth until achieving the desired effect.
Before use, check on a hidden area for the possibility of staining
The product is ready for use!

SHAMPOO WAX

Package: 500ml - 5l

More information and instructional video
Go on: www.nanoauto.ch

NANOAUTO
LEATHER PROTECT
Hydrofobic leather protect
Description:
Specially prepared impregnation for leather and leatherlike
surfaces. Thanks to the nano-molecules that create invisible
coating, several nanometres thick, perfectly protects against
staining, adding a hydrophobic effect. The nano-layer prevents
dried dirt does not stop on the surface and does not cause stains,
and wet dirt is not absorbed by the fibres. Secures impregnated
leathers for about 12 months (dependent on the degree of use)
Method of use:
Spray Nanoauto Leather Protect thoroughly on a clean and dry
surface. Next, with a clean and dry cloth, spread the impregnation
evenly on the surface. Check the effect after ca. 1 hour after drying
The product is ready for use!

Package: 250ml - 5l

NANOAUTO
TEXTIL CLEANER
Car tectile seats cleaner
Description:
An excellent preparation for removal of all kinds of dirt and stains
on the upholstery and textile elements. Removes even strong soiling,
without destroying, or changing the colour of the material. Product
required before impregnating the surface with Nanoauto
Textile Protect
Method of use:
Spray thoroughly
surfaces may be
with a clean and
Before use, check

over the cleaned surface. Heavily stained
sprayed a few times. Wait 30 sec. Next, dry
damp cloth until achieving the desired effect.
on a hidden area for the possibility of staining

The product is ready for use!

SHAMPOO WAX

Package: 500ml - 5l

More information and instructional video
Go on: www.nanoauto.ch

NANOAUTO
TEXTIL PROTECT
Hydrofobic tectile seats protect
Description:
Specially prepared impregnation for velour elements, artificial
and natural upholstery materials. Thanks to the molecules, which
create an invisible coating, several nanometres thick, around each
single fibre, perfectly protects against staining or absorption of
liquids, providing materials with hydrophobic properties. The nanolayer prevents the dried dirt from adhering to surfaces and does
not cause stains, and wet dirt is not absorbed by fibres. Secures
impregnated materials for 12 months (depending on material wear)
Method of use:
Spray Nanoauto heather protect thoroughly on a clean and dry
surface. Next, with a clean and dry cloth or foil glove, spread the
impregnation on the surface. Protect surfaces against contact with
water for at least 2h after impregnation
The product is ready for use!

Package: 250ml - 5l

NANOAUTO
ANTIMOSQUITOS
Removal mosquitoes from car body
Description:
Preparation for effective insect, tree sap and other stains
removal from vehicles. Safe for paint, plastic and rubber elements
Method of use:
Spray thoroughly on the washed surface. Wait for 1 min - the
active
particles
will
break
the
dirt.
Wipe
dirty
surfaces with a sponge. If necessary, repeat the activity
The product is ready for use!

Package: 500ml - 5l
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